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Cambridge Cycling Campaign was set up in 1995 to
voice the concerns of cyclists. We are not a cycling
club, but a voluntary organisation promoting cycling
for public benefit and representing the concerns of
cyclists in and around Cambridge.
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From the Chair

Trees please

I

Summer is over. It was so over after
the last monthly meeting that I got
seriously wet cycling home. But this
means we also have a new fresh
group of students about to enjoy
the world of cycling. To help them
understand the rules, we produce
and give out a leaflet. This year we
have updated it and made it much
better. Hopefully this will have a
significant effect in the city.
It is with great sadness that we
have to announce the death of Sue
Hiby. Sue volunteered tirelessly for
the Campaign over many years and
she will be greatly missed. Our
sincere condolences go out to her
family and friends.
Sue was just one example of all
the people who volunteer their
time, often without any formal
recognition or acknowledgement, to
make this campaign work so well.
This extends to the newsletter
team as well who, every two
months, produce one of the best
newsletters in the world.
Unfortunately our editor Sarah,
who has done a fantastic job in
reminding me to write articles
amongst other things, is standing
down and we need to find her
replacement. We are also looking to
build the Newsletter Team so that
our publication can just get better
and better. If you think you might
fancy joining in then email Sarah at
Editor@Camcycle.org or just say hi
at the next monthly meeting.
Robin Heydon

was cycling along the other day
lamenting the fact that it was terribly
windy. And it wasn't a nice wind. A
nice wind is one where you cycle fast
without any wind at all, because the wind
is going as fast as you are and in the same
direction. No, I was cycling into a head
wind.
Then it happened. The wind calmed. I
sped up. I changed into a higher gear, and
went faster. And then it stopped. The
wind strengthened. I slowed down. I
changed back into a lower gear. I bent
over my handlebars trying to reduce my
frontal area. Nope. It was definitely
windy.
This happened a few times on my ride.
Sometimes it would be super windy, and
at others it would be relatively calm. Not
calm enough to completely ignore the
hairstyle or wonder if I had packed a
comb in with my other stuff, but calm
enough to not worry about being late.
It occurred to me after going through
this ordeal a few times what the reason
was for these changes in my local climatic
conditions along this route. Each time the
wind was calm I was cycling next to some
trees. Each time the wind was definitely
not calm there were no trees to be found.
There is an obvious solution to this.
We need more trees. We need more
trees lining the side of the cycleways out
in the countryside where there are no
houses. This should be pretty simple.
Every few metres along a cycleway, on
both sides, we should plant a nice tree.
I'm not an expert on trees, so I'm not sure
on what the exact spacing would be, but
they need to be sufficiently far back from
the side of the cycleway that when they
grow bigger their roots will not deform
the surface and so that the lower
branches don't spread into the cycleway.
Of course, this would have other
benefits. The rain would be less as the
trees would capture most of the rain. The
drainage of the cycleway would be
improved as the trees would drink up
most of the rainwater after it rains. The
winters would be sheltered from the
wind, and the summers would be sheltered from the sun. All those trees would
also help with reducing air pollution,
reducing motor traffic noise and creating

a nice barrier between cars and people
cycling and walking.
I can only think of one downside to
this whole 'let's plant trees along the side
of the cycleway' thing, regular maintenance. There would probably be less
pruning of aggressively growing undergrowth as those plants would get less
sun, but there would almost certainly be
more leaves falling. However, this
requires a single pass with a big leaf
blower/gatherer machine a few times a
year. That same machine could also do
the gritting in the winter, and allow
people to do other repair work, such as
cutting back the edges of paths, at other
times.
Perhaps all these Greenways, that we
are looking forward to, should really be
greened by planting lots of green trees
along the way?
Robin Heydon
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Current campaigns
Greater Cambridge Partnership (GCP)

The four events for the Barton and
Haslingfield Greenways are:
● Tuesday 17 October at 5.30pm7.30pm at Barton Primary school,
Barton CB23 7BD.
● Wednesday 18 October at
5.30pm-8pm at Cambridge Rugby
Club, Volac Park, Cambridge CB3
9ED.
● Friday 20 October at 11am-2pm at
Shire Hall, Cambridge CB3 0AJ.
● Wednesday 25 October at 6pm8pm at Haslingfield Methodist
Church, Haslingfield CB23 1JW.

Following a summer hiatus the GCP Joint
Assembly and Executive Board meetings
will have begun again in earnest by the
time this newsletter is published.
Agenda items for September meetings
include:
● Cambourne to Cambridge Bus
Schemes
● Western Orbital
● 10 Year investment Strategy

It has also been announced that a
series of smaller engagement events for
the St Ives Greenway route, focusing on

Camcycle encourages members to
keep track of these via Cyclescape 608.

Also

Milton Road
The GCP Executive Board has approved
recommendations for the ‘Final Concept’
plan for Milton Road.
Whilst it incorporates some aspects of
the ‘Do Optimum’ proposal, the
extremely long bus lanes leave little room
for safe bus stops, loading bays, or realistic verges for trees.
Camcycle suggests that the ‘Final
Concept’ design will raise more questions
than it answers. Milton Road Local
Liaison Forum workshops will work
through the detailed designs.
Cyclescape 3024 (Do Optimum) and
2662 (Milton Road Local Liaison Forum)

Chisholm Trail
Phase One of the Chisholm Trail,
between the River Cam and Coldham’s
Lane, was passed unanimously by the
Joint Development Control Committee
- Cambridge Fringes.
Phase 2 of the Chisholm Trail will
establish a link from Coldham’s Lane to
Cambridge Station.
Cyclescape 2635

Greenways
A schedule has been announced for a
series of events to gather community
views for all 12 proposed Greenways
routes with a view to developing more
detailed proposals for consultation.
● Autumn 2017 - Barton and
Haslingfield Greenways.
● Winter 2017/18 - Comberton,
Melbourn, Sawston, Linton and
Horningsea Greenways.
● Spring 2018 - Bottisham and
Swaffham Greenways.

4
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specific links between the St Ives Busway
and nearby villages, such as Rampton,
Oakington and Fen Drayton, will be held
Autumn 2017 – Spring 2018. Details
have yet to be released.

Consultations
Mill Road Depot
The proposed development is a joint
project between Cambridge City Council
and developer Hill. An online consultation response form sought feedback.
Camcycle wrote to Hill following our
meeting with them on 10 August, and
following a meeting amongst our own
members to discuss our policy view.
See pages 6 & 7 for full details.
Cyclescape 1912

How would you improve Cambridge
Station Cycling?
While the CB1 development is not yet
complete, it's clear that there are significant issues for cycling. Camcycle
members met in August to discuss how
they would fix the public space and
cycling routes to, through and around the
new station development.
Cyclescape 3427

Campaigning

Planning applications
Members of the public can support or
object to planning applications if they
have concerns about developments in
their local area.
You can contact your local councillors and/or search by the reference
number on the Cambridge City Council,
South Cambridge District Council or
Cambridgeshire County Council planning portals to submit responses
directly.
Summaries of the applications,
discussion about the cycling issues and
our final responses can be read on the
Cyclescape thread. In this section are
just a few from the last couple of
months.

✪

Two R&D buildings on Babraham
Research Campus S/2917/17/RM
We’re concerned about cycle parking and
the facilities provided for cycle
commuters. We think that safety
improvements for walking and cycling
should be made to the roundabout
outside the Babraham Research Campus
on the A1307.
Cyclescape 3504

✪

Two four-storey buildings and multistorey car park, Cambridge Science Park
S/2436/17/FL
We objected to this application which
involves re-developing the whole southwest corner, including two existing
entrances for pedestrians and cyclists:
one from the Busway and one from
Milton Road. A through-route for pedestrians was shown on plans, but only a
destination for cycling: this is a heavily
used entrance which must be maintained
as a cycle route. We suggested that
pedestrians and people cycling should be
separated, and the path and entrance
wider than the existing entrances.
The cycle parking proposals lacked
enough detail to establish whether the
double-decker racks were of good quality
and that there was enough space to
manoeuvre into them. There was no
provision for cargo bikes or cycles used
as mobility aids.
We commented on the lack of casual
oversight of the location inside the multistorey car park, and that cycle parking
closer to the building entrances would be
more accessible, as well as demonstrating
commitment to encouraging cycling.
We noted the importance of maintaining access to the Science Park for
people walking and cycling at this location throughout building works.
Cyclescape 3395

15 flats at 291 Hills Road 17/1372/FUL
We objected as the planning application
had numerous inconsistencies when
depicting and describing the cycle parking.
Insufficient information was provided
about the quality of the cycle shelter and
basement cycle parking. The proposed
painted cycle lane on the excessively steep
driveway with a 90-degree turn would be
very dangerous. We would also like to see
proposals for improvements made to the
junction of Hills Road and Queen Edith’s
Way.
Cyclescape 3464

✪

Expansion of Chesterton Community
College C/5003/17/CC
We objected to the insufficient access to
the site after school hours (needed for
adult education classes and public meetings) and the concentration of cycle
parking in one area making access for
visitors very difficult. We also think there
is opportunity for additional access from
Lilywhite Drive.
Cyclescape 3483
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Mill Road Depot site
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he Mill Road Depot site, off Mill Road next to the railway
bridge, has been proposed for a new housing estate. The
proposed development is a joint project between
Cambridge City Council and housebuilder Hill. Currently the
site is owned by the City Council and used for the council's
maintenance and storage services, as well as waste disposal.
Approximately 230 dwellings are proposed by the developer. This is more than the officially-required number, which
is 167 according to agreed planning policy.
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The developer’s website doesn’t tell
people that 210 car storage spaces are
proposed. We think many people would
have objected to this level of car provision, had the developer told them
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The developer has a website at: www.millroaddevelopment.co.uk which provides a short overview of the
proposal. This website fails to state the car parking levels. We
had to make multiple attempts to contact the developer to
obtain this key information, and the details were only given to
us a day before closure of the consultation. We think this key
information will mean that many people will be unaware of the
scale of car storage being proposed, and we think many would
object.

Developer wants lots of car storage
The developer is proposing 210 car parking spaces in total,
which we calculate is a car ownership level of 87%. We think
this is inappropriately high.
Our aspiration for this site is for a low-car development.
Many at the earlier consultation expressed the same view. We
think this is one of the sites in the whole of Cambridge with
the highest level of sustainable transport accessibility, with
good access to walking and cycling (especially with the introduction of the Chisholm Trail), bus routes, and the railway
network. Mill Road is congested already, and new residential
car journeys should be avoided.

6

At a time of significant investment being made under the
Greater Cambridge Partnership (City Deal) process to attempt
to reduce traffic, it would be totally inappropriate in public
policy terms for any development to be introducing significant
new residential car traffic in the Mill Road area. The development threatens to increase car dependency by introducing car
storage which residents will continually be reminded to use
once a car is purchased. We think it better not to encourage
this from the start.
The developer claims that the parking will be little used.
Indeed, in Petersfield, it is common for vehicles to be stored
for weeks on end without being used. This is a significant
misapplication of public space. The correct policy response for
this new development is to encourage car club and vehicle hire,
not increase the cost of houses by allocating car storage space.
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The planning policy for this site (the ‘SPD’) requires ‘low car
parking provision’. A level of 0.87 of cars per dwelling is
proposed (after excluding 10 spaces for visitors). This cannot
be described as ‘low’. The Local Plan permits a level of 1, and
the surrounding area of Petersfield we estimate to be 0.5 (as
parking is often only on one side of the road and the space
needed for a car is slightly longer than the width of a house).
The houses there remain under very high demand. This
seems a very clear indication that houses with little or no car
parking will sell perfectly easily in central Cambridge.
We will object at all future stages of work on this development to any proposal which goes above this base level of 0.5
cars per dwelling, though we think an even lower level should
be achievable.

Cycle parking
We know from other developments in Cambridge that cycle
parking will be in high demand. We expect almost every
resident on the development to want to have a bike.
Approximately 425 cycle parking spaces are proposed in
total, including parking for out-of-gauge cycles (cargo
bikes/Bakfiets etc) and visitor cycle parking.
Some of these would be on-street, and others would be in
the basement car storage area. We’re not sure of the split yet,
but we got a general impression this would be about half and
half.
Our general policy on siting cycle parking is that it should
be as convenient as possible so that it becomes the natural
choice for most journeys. This would normally mean siting near

Campaigning

Even in new buildings, car parking is being removed to create
living space. Why does the developer think it sensible to
increase housing costs to create car parking instead?
the entrance, at ground floor level. We reluctantly accept that
some basement cycle parking is going to be needed, as otherwise the amount of space required on the street would
probably lead to too high a loss of open space.
For the basement parking, we have received assurances
that there will be a cycle ramp not shared with vehicles. This
will ensure that the parking can be ridden to, making it much
more convenient than steps (to which we would object).
However, a ramp will be needed at each end – it is likely
that residents on the Ainsworth Street side entering from
that end would leave their bikes on the street rather than
go all the way through the development then double back.
Double-stacking or other high-density racks would be
completely unacceptable in a development such as this.
Given the large land area proposed for car parking, use of
such racks, which are not accessible to a significant number
of people and can be awkward to use, means that car
parking would be being provided at the expense of cycle
parking. We strongly encourage the use of standard Sheffield stands or ‘A-frame’ racks, or the new type of rack
outside Cambridge Guildhall which adds a wheel stabiliser
to the standard Sheffield stand design.
We have made it clear to the developer that we would
object to any use of double-stacking racks, given the amount
of space being given to car storage.

an attractive Greenway and giving easily-accessible links to
key areas of employment. It will further reduce any need for
provision of car storage.
We welcome the proposed siting, alongside the edge of
the development, next to the railway. This is in our view the
optimal location.
The width of the path that forms the Chisholm Trail here
is estimated to be 6m for a pedestrian/cycle route and
landscaping and will run the length of the development. This
would be made up of: 3m width for cycling, segregated from
2m width for walking, and a 1m buffer strip.
It will be important to ensure the Chisholm Trail is fully
permeable to the development. An entrance point beside
every building should be aimed for. Good visibility splays
will be needed at every entry point. That means doors
should never open directly onto the cycleway, and there
should be unobstructed sight-lines from both sides of people
entering the cycleway.
We have recommended that the cycle side needs to be
closest to the railway, so that pedestrians don't have to cross
the bike track.

General street layout
The general street layout is good. Motor vehicles will only
be able to enter from the Mill Road end. There has rightly
been much local opposition to any suggestion that they
would be able to drive through the local streets of Petersfield from the Newmarket Road side. Part of the attractiveness of the Petersfield area is that through-traffic is
prevented by two small street closures to through traffic,
and we are pleased therefore that these will not be undermined by the new development.
Cycle and walking access, however, will be permeable –
provided at both sides. This is good news.

Our aspiration for this site is for a lowcar development. We think this is one of
the sites in the whole of Cambridge with
the highest level of sustainable transport
accessibility

The Chisholm Trail

Next steps

The Chisholm Trail is our long-held aspiration for a linear
cycling and walking route running north/south through the
city. Various sections have now been built or have been
recently approved. The proposed development contains part
of the Chisholm Trail, running between the flats and the
railway.
The Chisholm Trail will enhance the attractiveness of the
development, providing its future residents with access to

The developer is continuing to iterate their proposals, working
with the city council. We plan to pressure the city council to
insist on much lower car storage levels. Updated plans will no
doubt emerge later in the coming year.
Please contact the councillors for Petersfield and Romsey,
the two areas of Mill Road that will be affected by new traffic,
to give them your views.
Martin Lucas-Smith
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Two-way cycling in one-way streets: update

A

llowing two-way cycling wherever it is possible
encourages cycling by making it quicker and more
convenient. Over the last decade, various one-way
streets have been made two-way for cycling, a
programme which we have campaigned for and
welcomed.
The history of making streets two-way for cycling in
Cambridge over the last decade shows that it creates few
problems in practice, and avoids unnecessarily criminalising both local and more strategic cycle journeys. People
no longer need to take unnecessary detours, and can
reduce their time spent on more hazardous roads.

For instance, the change to allow legal two-way cycling
on Kingston Street several years ago allows people to
avoid using Mill Road and removes two right turns.
Despite opposition from one particular councillor at the
time, this has proved to be a useful and safe route. We
are unaware of any evidence of increased collisions in
any of the streets where two-way cycling is now
permitted.
The original purpose of making these streets one way
was not to make cycle journeys more difficult but to stop
two-way car traffic, so it is good to see that this longstanding error is being addressed.

KITE

PETERSFIELD

treet

nS
Panto

ROMSEY
NEWTOWN

Base map copyright Open Street Map contributors
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A new set of streets, to tackle many of the remaining
anomalies in Cambridge, has just been consulted on. (These
streets are marked magenta on the map.)

2017 phase
The map shows this latest set of streets that are being proposed
to become two-way for cycling. We strongly welcome all the
changes.
The streets of Romsey in particular are well overdue for
making two-way. These streets are currently heavily dominated
by car storage, to the detriment of every other use. Allowing
two-way cycling will go a small way towards normalising these
streets.
If there are remaining objections to any streets, these should
be trialled with a Temporary Traffic Regulation Order and
reviewed within 18 months. We feel this would demonstrate
that there are no safety issues in practice.

Future work
We would like to see the remaining anomalies resolved in a
future phase.
We are disappointed that the county council still is not
progressing Willis Road because of some residents being
vociferously (and in our view unreasonably) opposed, the result
of which is that their fellow residents and other members of

the public, who should have an equal say in the use of their
streets, are unnecessarily criminalised if they cycle both ways.
We also remain disappointed that some streets in Newtown
are not being considered. We are keen to work with residents
to see wider traffic reduction measures in that area that would
allay their concerns, though we remain strongly of the view that
two-way cycling would be sufficiently safe to to implement it
immediately.
In particular, we are extremely disappointed at the failure to
include Panton Street (marked bright green on the map). The
twin mini-roundabouts on Trumpington Street are a major crash
blackspot. Permitting two-way cycling in Panton Street would
permit numerous people to avoid that area. It would also enable
a more pleasant and safe way for those cycling to the many
schools in this area.

How you can help
If you live in the area of the streets concerned, or use them,
please write to the local councillors for the area. You can write
to them via www.writetothem.com, and their e-mail addresses
and postal addresses are listed at: www.camridge.gov.uk/
councillors-and-committees and www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/
council/councillors-&-meetings/
If possible, please let us know that you have written.
Martin Lucas-Smith
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Inclusive cycling and local highway improvements

O

ver the years, as Cambridge has
grown, it has accumulated many
cases of poor-quality cycling
infrastructure. Often the problem is
caused by something as trivial as an
exclusionary barrier or a piece of inconsiderate guard-rail. Such obstructions
make it very difficult or impossible for
people on larger or adapted cycles to
navigate through quiet streets and pathways. This poses a particular problem for
families carting around small children as
well as for people using specially adapted
cycles that help overcome disabilities.
We believe that cycling infrastructure
should always be inclusive of all people
and help foster pleasant and friendly
surroundings. One way that people can
help approach this goal, step by step, is
to work on fixing each individual
problem, case by case.
One strategy is to apply the Local
Highways Improvements Proposals
process through the county council.
These LHI projects can be brought
forward by local residents or organisations, and supported by local councillors.
Then, the city council contributes 10% of
the costs and the county council matches
the other 90%.
Some work has been done in past
years by this method, including some
barrier removal in Arbury, but generally
it has not been used as much as we would
like it to be. This year we are attempting
to work out how to use it more effectively. We have compiled a list of
proposed improvements in King's
Hedges and Arbury and we are working
with local councillors to organise the site
visits with county council officers that
will now be part of the process of
bringing proposals forward prior to the
15 October deadline.
We hope to learn from this process
and bring further proposals forward next
year, getting more people involved. As it
stands, most of our current proposals
involve removing or changing the way
access is controlled onto pathways. Many
of the devices currently used for access
control are exclusionary and contravene
the Equality Act of 2010. Any form of
physical access control always poses a
risk of collision and harm, so we will look

10

for opportunities to remove access
control entirely if at all feasible. Where
some form of control cannot be avoided,
we are recommending the use of bollards
deployed in a thoughtful and safe
manner. Towards that goal, we are
preparing a guidance document for the
safe and proper installation of bollards as
access controls that prevent motor
vehicle incursion on pathways while not
excluding any legitimate users.
In the rest of this article we list the
problems we are trying to have resolved.

possible from both ends, so that pathway
users can pay full attention to the junction ahead as they approach it.

Leys Avenue
At the end of Leys Avenue there is a
pathway that leads to Arbury Court: this
is obstructed by the chicane shown in
Figure 1. Our proposal is for this chicane
to be removed and replaced with one
flexible bollard in the middle of the
pathway 5 metres from the junction with
Leys Avenue.

Figure 2: Nicholson Way chicane.

Ashvale pathway junction
At the end of Ashvale there is a connection to the pathway that runs from
Arbury Road along the north edge of
King's Hedges Recreation Ground. This
junction is impeded by a chicane (Figure
3) but the chicane is on the other side of
a set of bollards already present at the
end of Ashvale and so it is pointless, as
motor vehicles are already prevented
from reaching the chicane.
Our proposal is for the further (northmost) fence to be removed, the
right/northmost post of the nearer fence
to be removed and the fence cut back to
the second post.

Figure 1: Chicane between Leys Avenue
and Arbury Court.

Nicholson Way
The chicane shown in Figure 2 obstructs
the pathway that crosses from Walker
Court across Nicholson Way onto the
green space around Arbury Community
Centre. This is a major route to connect
the north-west of King's Hedges to the
Arbury Community Centre, Arbury Court
shopping and other facilities. Hence, it is
important that passage through it is
unobstructed.
Our proposal would be to remove both
chicanes completely, replacing them with
one flexible bollard in the middle of the
pathway to prevent cars coming through.
This bollard should be placed in the
middle of the passageway, as far as
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Figure 3: Chicane at the end of Ashvale.

Legate Walk
Legate Walk connects the cycle routes
around King's Hedges Recreation Ground
(that in turn connect to Arbury Road), via
the underpass beneath Northfield
Avenue, with King's Hedges Primary

Campaigning

School, Nuns Way Recreation Ground,
King's Hedges Road and Campkin Road.
Therefore this route would be suitable
for parents carrying children and shopping by cycle. It provides an important
off-road cycle route that connects a large
area of safe off-road routes. But it is
blocked at one end by a chicane, as
shown in Figure 4. According to current
standards this chicane should never have
been built, because as in the terminology
of IAN 195/16 ‘it cannot be negotiated
by the cycle design vehicle’. This chicane
is also a barrier to mobility scooters.
Since Legate Walk is already impassable to motor vehicles without any
bollards being required, our proposal is
for this chicane to be completely
removed.

Figure 5: Legate Walk Underpass.

Arden Road to Nuns Way
Recreation Ground

Figure 7: Ramsden Square pram-handle
bollards block passage for prams.

There is a pathway that connects Arden
Road to Nuns Way Recreation Ground.
At the Recreation Ground end there is a
chicane as shown in Figure 6.
Our proposal is for this chicane to be
removed and replaced with one flexible
bollard in the middle of the passageway
(as far as possible from both ends).

Figure 8: No way to get through from
Campkin Road into Ramsden Square.

Figure 4: Chicane on Legate Walk.

Legate Walk underpass
The Legate Walk underpass beneath
Northfield Avenue has a chicane at each
end and is shown in Figure 5. There is a
slope down into the underpass on each
side. Since it is harder to cycle up a slope,
particularly from a stationary position,
these chicanes make the underpass very
unattractive. It's especially difficult for
people using larger-sized cycles such as
box bikes, tricycles or adapted recumbent cycles. As a result, most people shun
the underpass, giving it an isolated and
dangerous feeling that further depresses
usage.
Our proposal is to remove both
chicanes in order to make the passage
much more attractive and usable by
everyone.

Figure 6: Chicane at the end of the path
from Arden Road to Nuns Way Recreation Ground (looking north).

Ramsden Square bollards
There is a cycle path that runs from
Ramsden Square to Campkin Road: the
entrance to it in Ramsden Square is
shown in Figure 7. The pram-handle
bollards on this entrance are an obstacle
for many people riding cycles, mobility
scooters or pushing prams (see Figure
8). Some people manage to lift their
bicycle over the obstruction, but not
everyone can do so. Towards the
Campkin Road end of the path there are
further bollards as shown in Figure 9.
This path is sufficiently narrow at other

Figure 9: Bollards at Campkin Road end
of the pathway to Ramsden Square.
points that it would impassable to motor
vehicles without any bollards.
Our proposal is for all the bollards to
be completely removed so that it is
accessible to all people walking or
cycling.
Daniel Thomas and Matthew Danish
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What’s the point of the CyclePoint?

T

he CyclePoint enables people to leave their bicycles
safely and securely under cover when they use the
station. There is space for 2,850 bicycles on three levels,
conveniently located at Cambridge station, just to the north of
Station Square. It was officially opened in June 2016 though
more or less complete and in use by mid-February. The name,
CyclePoint, is Abellio’s – they operate the station – and their
website says CyclePoint is ‘a unique concept brought to the
UK from the Netherlands by Abellio which combines secure
cycle parking with increased capacity for cycles, supported by
retail, cycle-hire and maintenance facilities in a single location
for all cycle-related activity and parking at a station’. There are
similar facilities at Norwich, Leeds and other stations.
Rutland Cycling have a shop at the cycle entrance to the
CyclePoint which provides maintenance, cycle hire, cycle
accessories and cycle sales. Their website says this makes the
CyclePoint ‘a true cycle hub strengthening further the sustainable transport options in a city where there is already a high
propensity to cycle’.
The CyclePoint can be reached relatively easily by bicycle
from Great Northern Road or through the car park from
Devonshire Road or the Carter Bridge. But from Station Road
or Station Place (where the Busway leaves its guideway) the

route is unsignposted and confusing. There is meant to be a
shared-use path along the western edge of Station Square, in
front of the shops and cafés, but there is nothing indicating this
is a cycle route and it may be partially obstructed by badlyparked bicycles. There is an ongoing discussion on Cyclescape
about this camcycle.cyclescape.org/threads/3427.

Pedestrian entrance to the CyclePoint on the right – no signs
indicating how to find the entrance for cycles.

Station Square – where’s the cycle route?

Wheeling a bike down from the first floor of the CyclePoint just
before it opened.

12
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An ofo hire bike user finds an ill-defined cycle route through the
Station Square.

Campaigning

On the ground floor there is space for tandems, bikes with
trailers and so on. Wheeling one’s bike up to the first floor one
finds a mixture of Sheffield stands and two-tier racks, which
are often full, but there is a second floor, also with a mixture
of racks. The exit stairs to the south emerge onto Station
Square nearer the station entrance, which is handy if one has
cut it fine.
Camcycle has been campaigning for decent cycle parking at
the railway station for years and is pleased this has now been
provided. It is not perfect and discussions continue with

This photo, taken in March 2016 when the Cyclepoint had only
recently opened, shows how well-used it already was.

Brookgate, who are responsible for the development in the
station area, and the station operators. As well as the issue of
access, we are keen to get improved signage, so people can
find the cycle park, and are already discussing the potential to
increase the amount of cycle parking at the station.
The existing cycle park is very well used – often it is
necessary to wheel one’s bike up to the second floor in order
to find a space – and there are still a lot of cycles parked around
the station area. Abellio’s East Anglia rail franchise agreement
includes a commitment to provide 1,000 additional cycle
parking spaces at Cambridge by the end of 2020. One suggestion is to construct a new cycle park east of the station, where
there is plentiful land, allowing access to the station (and cycle
park) from Rustat Road. Associated with this might be a link
from the cycle park direct to the footbridge leading to platforms
6 & 7. There’s some discussion of this starting at
camcycle.cyclescape.org/threads/568.
Other issues which are being discussed are how to deal with
bikes which appear to be abandoned, the value of some
short-term cycle parking for the shops and cafés on the west
side of Station Square, and what has happened to the proposed
stakeholder group. The stakeholder group could provide a
useful forum for discussing how to improve the cycle park and
cycling in the station area.
Monica Frisch
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Five visions for Waterbeach

W

aterbeach Cycling Campaign has been set up to
advocate for cycling and other forms of non-motorised transport as the village undergoes significant
development over the next few years, in particular due to the
redevelopment of Waterbeach barracks (see Newsletter 132).
Our mission is to make Waterbeach connected, safe and
enjoyable for all types of cyclists, pedestrians, mobility-scooter
users and anyone who wants an alternative to the car. We have
developed five visions for the village and its connections.

North of Waterbeach
We’d like to see a route for cyclists and pedestrians to the
Research Park which is currently only accessible by car. Should
a major business park be accessible by car or motorbike only?
Why shouldn’t those who don’t drive have the opportunity to
work there? A pedestrian/cycle link to it would inevitably
improve the site’s attractiveness to businesses, particularly
pertinent as it has never been fully occupied since it was built
more than a decade ago.
Further to the north is the hamlet of Chittering which is part
of Waterbeach parish. Again, the only way for Chittering
residents to access Waterbeach, in the same parish, is by car
(or by waiting for a bus to stop by a grassy ditch on the side of
the A10).

South of Waterbeach
The pavement alongside the A10 is very narrow, with a stream
of fast-moving traffic including heavy trucks, making this route
very risky and intimidating. There’s no room for error when
passing another cyclist or pedestrian.
The pavement alongside the A10 is very narrow, with a
stream of fast-moving. The path along the River Cam (Haling
Way) is also narrow and has a hazardous mix of cyclists,
pedestrians and dogs especially at the weekend.
The recent Greenway drop-in events held in Waterbeach
were well attended and the prospect of a Greenway linking
Waterbeach and Cambridge has enthusiastic support.

East of Waterbeach
As the new town develops residents of the villages of Lode,
Bottisham, Burwell, Reach and the Swaffhams will want access
to the new facilities. Similarly new residents will want to get
across the River Cam to these villages, and beyond to Wicken
Fen and the surrounding countryside. There is a bridge over
the river; however, it is reached by a half-mile footpath.
Previous attempts to have this upgraded to a bridleway have
been blocked by a landowner, resulting in a gap in National
Cycle Network Route 11. We’re looking for innovative ways
to solve this.
We’d also like to see a route to Horningsea and onwards to
east Cambridge, because Clayhithe Road is no longer safe to
travel on by bike as it has become a rat-run into Cambridge to
avoid the congested A10.

14
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West of Waterbeach
Cottenham is a regular destination for many Waterbeach
villagers on account of the secondary school that the majority
of children attend. Many of these schoolchildren have told us
that they would like to cycle to school, which would provide
them with much greater flexibility for attending after-school
activities. This would require a safe crossing over the A10 and
a cycle path, both of which we’ll be campaigning for.

Vision for Waterbeach village
Rat-running through the village during rush hour to avoid the
A10 congestion is a real problem. This also leads to ongoing
concerns regarding safety, in particular for the primary school.
We’d like to see safe routes for children to walk and cycle to
school in the hope that it will reduce the number of children
driven to the school.
We’re hoping to encourage more cycling within the village
by providing facilities to make it more convenient, with cycle
parking outside shops and pubs.
It’s an ambitious set of goals. However, with support from
local decision-makers and funds from government and developers, we’re hoping our visions for making Waterbeach and
the surrounding area connected, safe and enjoyable will
become reality.
We’re asking people to support us by registering on our
website www.waterbeachcc.com. As the numbers of
supporters grow that’ll help to add credibility to our campaign.
We can be contacted by email waterbeachcc@gmail.com. We
have a Facebook page and are on Twitter.
Paul Bearpark

Events

Annual General Meeting
5 December 2017
● Vice-Chair (and Charity Secretary)
This year our AGM will be on Tuesday 5 December at 7.45pm at
the Friends’ Meeting House. Tea and coffee will be available
beforehand.

At the time of publication our guest speaker has not yet
been confirmed. Following our guest speaker’s talk we will
complete the formal business of the AGM, including elections
to the board of trustees. Any motions must be received by the
Chair via our usual contact details by Monday 20 November.
All trustee positions will be up for election.

Join the Board of Trustees
We welcome a diversity of trustees including new members
and those with no previous experience. This is an excellent
opportunity to become more involved in the Campaign and to
develop your own skills while making a real difference to the
local quality of life for all.
On behalf of members, the trustees set the strategic
direction and priorities for the Campaign. Trustees also assist
with managing our employee, ensuring consultation responses
align with Camcycle policy, representing Camcycle at public
and stakeholder meetings, and administering aspects of the
Campaign, all depending on the time they can spare.
Within this framework, trustees are able and encouraged
to pursue their own interests as they further the aims of the
charity. Roles can be flexible to support initiatives from trustees.

Manages the requirements of the organisation as a registered
charity and maintains the non-party-political status of the
Campaign. This can include keeping up-to-date with charity
requirements and responsibility for implementing charity policy.
The Vice-chair prepares the annual report, which is part of our
Charity reporting requirements.
● Treasurer (and Charity Treasurer)
The Treasurer manages our finances. This role works closely
with the Membership Secretary, and others may give administrative assistance to the Treasurer.
The Treasurer also prepares the annual accounts and
presents them at the AGM. There are additional tasks which
arise from the Campaign's charitable status, such as liaising with
HMRC to reclaim Gift Aid, completing a tax return, looking after
the Trustees' reserves policy and contributing a financial statement to the trustees' annual report to the Charity Commission.
The other trustee positions are listed below. You can read more
about the positions online at www.camcycle.org.uk/about/
charity/boardoftrustees/
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Membership Secretary
Liaison Officer
Planning Officer
Newsletter Editor
Fundraising Officer
Events (Rides/Stall)
Recruitment
Web
Press and Social Media Officer
Schools and Student Outreach
General Campaigner (Two posts. In addition, any position
named in the second list for which no candidate is nominated, will become a general campaigner post.)

Positions on the Board of Trustees
The Board of Trustees is usually elected by members at our
AGM, However the committee can co-opt new trustees to
vacant board positions at other times.
● Chair (and Charity Chair)
The Chair acts as the ‘figurehead’ of the Campaign. Their role
is to drive forward our strategy, both in terms of campaigning
and our structures.
Working with the rest of the Committee, the Chair will make
sure that the Campaign puts forward the best possible
approach for improving cycling in Cambridge and ensure that
we have the organisational capability to deliver this.

Nominations
Nominations, signed by proposer and candidate, must be received
by 20 November.
The nomination form can be found at www.camcycle.org.uk/
about/charity/boardoftrustees/
Please do not hesitate to get in touch if you would like to
discuss this in more detail before considering nomination.
Hester Wells, Secretary
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So you want to get rid of
motorists?
5 September 2017
Dan Hulme from FiveAI was the guest
speaker at our September monthly meeting.
Here he explains the start-up's work
towards, and vision for, a new mode of
transport.
I guess it’s common in Cambridge
offices for motorists to be in the minority,
and mine is no exception. We all experience bad interactions with motorists
every day, and we want an approach to
road safety that doesn’t rely on people
never making mistakes or misbehaving.
At the same time, there are some journeys that bikes aren’t great for, and the
other options aren’t much better. Buses
don’t always go where you want when
you want. Taxis are more convenient, but
expensive and useless for longer journeys. Trains are great - unless you want
to visit our Oxford office. Hire cars or
car-share schemes work for longer jour-

It’ll be a few years before you see our
cars on Cambridge’s streets, but we
already have them driving on test tracks.
neys - but if you don’t keep in driving
practice, or if you don’t have a licence at
all, they might not be a good option.
Where my office is different is that
we’re working to solve both these problems. FiveAI is a local start-up solving the
challenge of making cars that drive themselves. One of the reasons we want a
locally-built solution, rather than waiting
for the US tech giants to solve the
problem, is that their cars, built for US
grid-layout cities with jay-walking laws
and few cyclists, won’t work for our
medieval towns, sharing the road with
pedestrians, cyclists, horses, and the
occasional cow. We also have a fundamentally different idea about car ownership.
Tesla wants the autonomous capability to be a luxury item: something that
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will make you buy their more expensive
car. In contrast, we’re fed up with singleoccupant cars taking up precious road
space, and we don’t want to make this
worse with zero-occupant cars.
Instead, we see autonomous vehicles
as enabling a new kind of public transport, which is as cheap as a bus but as
convenient as a taxi - and which can be
used for longer journeys too.
That’s why our first scheme is a partnership with Transport for London and
the Transport Research Lab. Named
StreetWise, the scheme will be like a
Dial-a-Ride service in an area of London
with poor access to public transport.
I’m looking forward to sharing the road
with our cars, if they enable more human
drivers to switch to car-free living. When
I talk to people about my work, they’re
more cautious. They’re right to be
concerned about the safety implications,
and we’re being cautious too. People ask
about policy: will an autonomous vehicle
always stay out of cycle lanes, when will
it overtake, whose safety will it prioritise,
and suchlike. It’s too early to give definitive answers to these questions. This is a
completely new area of regulation, insurance, and ethics. Advancing these is as
big a challenge as the technology. Even
so, we can already guarantee that there
are whole classes of human errors and
misbehaviours that won’t even be
possible. Our cars won’t get drunk, tired,
or angry. They won’t deliberately ram
you as a 'punishment'. They won’t start
overtaking and then squash you into the
kerb because they forgot you were there.
They won’t overtake and turn left at the
same time. They won’t be too lazy to
indicate.
Our cars will treat all human life as
equal, be that passengers in our vehicle,
in other vehicles, or pedestrians or
cyclists. They can evaluate complex risk
more accurately and can act with superhuman reflexes and the skills of an expert
stunt driver to make things safer for
everyone.
Achieving our vision will take a lot of
expertise - but there are no experts in
this field yet. That’s why we have offices
in hotspots of science like Cambridge. If
you have experience in machine learning
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or vision systems, 3D programming, or
other relevant skills, and you want to help
create a new, safer mode of transport
that fills the gaps in traditional public
transport, please do check the internship
and permanent opportunities on our
website at five.ai. Your fellow cyclists will
thank you.
Dan Hulme

ARM's cycling volunteers
July 2017
Users of the DNA path near Addenbrooke's, especially the Forvie Path
section that branches off towards the
Nine Wells development and Forvie
Centre, will have noticed that the vegetation has been slowly encroaching in the
12 years since it was built and the path is
significantly narrower than it used to be,
with the white lines and LED lights mostly
hidden. However, recently the lines and
lights have reappeared, for a section of it
anyway.
ARM (the large local employer, (for
whom I ‘sort-of’ work) encourages all
employees to do at least one day of
volunteering every year. A group pathclearing session was suggested to me:
doing it on your own would be very dull,
but with more people it would be (a) jollier
and (b) much more effective. Dominic
Minett, who had already been doing cycle
path maintenance as part of the ‘DNA
path group’, thought this was an excellent
idea, so I proposed it to ARM's volunteering co-ordinator.
Advertising this opportunity to make
oneself useful got us four volunteers from
ARM: me, Jonathan, Charlotte and
Pranay. And I roped in a handy neighbour,
John, who helpfully owns spades and
edging tools, plus having recently retired
was available for three hours on a
Tuesday afternoon. Maria Desborough,
Sustrans ‘Volunteer Coordinator East
Midlands and East of England’ came to
make us all kosher with risk assessments,
a veneer of authority and even a natty
sign. And Tess joined us for the last hour
or so after work.
I brought two spades, three shovels
and a yard brush, which meant that
everyone had a tool to operate, and we ➔
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➔ set to work. Some digging revealed that
the path should be 2m wide but had
shrunk to 1.5-1.6m. All the white lines and
most of the solar studs had disappeared
under vegetation. Chopping off the sod
was really quite hard work, and because
the path has no kerbed edge it was a little
tricky to know where to stop, but we all
worked hard and cleared 194m of path to
its full width in 18 person-hours. So yes,
that's 10m (20m both sides) per hour of
work per person, and we weren't slacking.
As Charlotte said: ‘It was great
spending the afternoon out in the fresh
air and being thanked for our efforts by
almost every passing cyclist - though my
back certainly knew about it the next day.’
After 4.15pm the pedestrian and cycle
traffic increased significantly, and it was
clear that doing this at a quiet time is
best, so maybe 1pm-4pm is better than
2pm-5pm. We were still keen at 5pm and
Maria had to encourage us to stop,
pointing out that three hours manual
labour for effete office workers was
probably enough for one day. She did
have a point, as some bits ached afterwards.
So if you've noticed that a section of
the path is wider now, and has lights and
lines again, you know why. There is still
a lot of path to do: it'll take at least two
more sessions like that to finish it off.

1.6m
before

2.0m after

Facilitating maintenance
There is no shortage of cycle paths to
maintain in Cambridge, with plenty of
overgrown hedges and verges, so there
is huge potential for more of this. I would

encourage anyone who sees a bit of path
in need of work to set up a session and
go fix it. It's excellent exercise, and the
satisfaction to be gained from a bit of

civic worthiness is not to be underestimated. For instance, it took less than a
minute to clear the big puddle at the Hills
Road floating bus stop outside Homerton
College by shovelling off the leaves and
soil one Sunday morning.
There is an interesting question as to
how best to go about furthering this sort
of activity. The DNA path has a Facebook
group, to find interested people, but
that's a rarity.
Doing it as employees’ official volunteering time is clearly effective, but it's
quite slow. This first session took four
months to set up from initial email (ARM
was keen to check the timing of vegetation cutting with the Wildlife Trust, and
to have official Sustrans oversight)
although future ones should be much
slicker now the contacts are in place. Just
going and doing something off your own
bat can be done in days, but you'll have
to do it in your own time.
Publishing some advice on good practice so that people know what they are
doing and feel sufficiently empowered to
get out there and improve their
surroundings would be a good start.
Something along the lines of the
‘GoodGym’ website, but for cyclists, is a
model that could work.
If you have workplace volunteering
then suggest clearing your favourite bit
of overgrown path, and see how many of
your co-workers want to help. And, if
anyone is inspired by this piece to come
and help clear more of the Forvie Path,
then please mail me: wookey@wook
ware.org. We'll probably do a weekend
session next time so more can attend.
Wookey
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Saga of Red Cross Lane

T

he Red Cross Lane access to Addenbrooke's has been
dramatically improved to provide a very nice link to the
Biomedical Campus and National Cycle Network
Route 11.
This is extremely welcome and congratulations to those who
got it done. However, this little (15-metre long) bit of path is
also an illustration in microcosm of the difficulties in improving
infrastructure. Why does it take seven years of badgering to
get a cheap, simple, project with no downsides done? Effectively, to get a gate opened?
Until last month it was a dead-end, closed by two full-width
wooden gates, with a pedestrian gate on the north-side
footway and a gap on the south side.
It used to be possible to get a bike through this gap, but it
was very unsatisfactory because the only drop kerb was really
close by, so you had to approach at an awkward angle across
the dropped kerb. It was quite narrow, and lots of pedestrians
used it too, so there was inevitably conflict at this entirely
unnecessary choke-point. It was just possible to get a bike/child
trailer through, but you would have to stop and re-align the
trailer.
If we could just get someone to open the gates (and lift an
existing bollard to stop vehicle access) cycle access could be
dramatically improved. That shouldn't be hard, should it? It
wouldn't cost much, and no-one could argue that it was a bad
idea. We moved to the area a decade ago and soon decided to
try to get this fixed.

Before: full width and pedestrian gates. The desire-line across
the grass is clear.
The problem in resolving this seemed to hinge on it being at
the junction between public land and Addenbrooke’s land.
Councillors were sympathetic but limited in what they could
achieve. Amanda Taylor was helpful in getting a proposed
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Red Cross Lane is a street off Hills Road, opposite Nightingale
Avenue. This is a useful route if you're trying to get from many
places north or east in Cambridge (where people live) to
Addenbrooke’s/Trumpington/the Shelfords/DNA path, especially if you want a quieter cycle. It is the first road south of the
main Addenbrooke's roundabout.

After: no gates on the new path.

interim measure (a more sensibly placed drop kerb) on the Small
Works list. However, this didn't make the cut for funding when
competing with floral displays in Cherry Hinton.

Features

The narrow gravel path alongside Robinson Way that cyclists
and pedestrians had to share for nearly three years.
The disability access people at the council had no interest
in making this route accessible to people in wheelchairs.
Finding the right person at Addenbrooke's was difficult, but
after a while we made sure this issue was on the BUG-WAG
agenda, so that was good. Once someone realised the issue,
they'd just fix it, right?
Camcycle pointed out to Addenbrooke’s that Red Cross Lane
was terrible in a report on the site in 2011. It was also logged
on cyclingsorted.org by Dave Earl. We asked candidates about
it in the 2011 council elections, and all elections since. Another
couple of years passed and nothing much changed.
It's hard to tell what's going on with Addenbrooke's, but
hospitals having no budget for anything not directly healthcarerelated seems to be most of the problem, combined with a clear
lack of leadership on cycling matters generally on the site. One
thing the hospital did manage is to make the site no-smoking
(at the end of 2013), but this meant that the gate-gap was now
often blocked by smokers, standing a metre offsite, making the
place a stinky cancer corridor and filling it up with fag-ends.
Delightful. But at least you could pop through the gap and onto
the road.
Addenbrooke's finally managed to take some action in 2014.
Did they open the gates? No, they blocked off the direct route
to the road with tape. So now people on bikes had to share
100m of narrow gravel track behind the hedge with the
pedestrians. The tape lasted about three days, so barriers were
installed. These kept being moved, so they were secured with
wire ties. These kept being cut, so locked chains appeared. It
seems that the hospital can take action, but only when it's being
deeply unhelpful (by blocking a route for which there is
obviously a high demand). Complete madness. The justification
for this was claimed to be Health and Safety, although one
wonders how putting all the pedestrians and cyclists into
conflict could be safer, especially in comparison to opening the
gate.
All the users of this route were now permanently irritated
by its degradation with barriers and smokers, so at least this
should have helped generate some head of civic steam to get

New path at junction with Robinson Way.

improvements. Tess took to accosting grumbling users, both
pedestrian and cyclist, to explain to them that nothing would
change unless they complained, and that they should contact
their councillor and/or the hospital. Without exception the
concept of taking such action was alien to them: people really
do have no idea that they can agitate, nor how to go about it.
Who knows if any of them followed through? It would be great
if more people felt empowered, instead of just putting up with
whatever rubbish they are given. I'm not sure how we can get
this message across to people more effectively.
Finally, in 2016, word came through the BUG-WAG that
something might actually happen. It's not clear what changed,
but money was found, a survey done, a design made, consulted
on and adjusted, and the works executed this July.

It would be great if more people felt
empowered, instead of just putting up
with whatever rubbish they are given
The result is excellent. Two closed gates with narrow
pedestrian access have been replaced by a well-designed
3-metre-wide two-way cyclepath, with low-kerbed adjacent
1.6-metre pedestrian path, and the pedestrian route to the
Forvie site alongside has been tarmac’d. The bollard meets our
recommendations. The only thing wrong with it is a completely
pointless give-way at a straight not-junction, which is idiotic,
but harmless.
But the question remains: why was it this slow and difficult?
This is about as easy as it gets: no-one is disadvantaged, no
parking is lost, pedestrians gain, people on bikes gain, councillors are onboard, there is no traffic disruption, and the cost is
small. But it still takes years. If we want decent infrastructure
before the end of the century we have to be able to make
things move faster than this.
Wookey
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Fresh look for freshers’ leaflets!

R

ight in time for the start of the
academic year, our freshers’ leaflet
refresh is complete and we are
very excited about it! We’ve printed
10,000 leaflets and arranged distribution
to educational institutions and colleges
throughout Cambridge.
The first version of our ‘Welcome to
Cycling’ leaflet was produced in 2015
(see Newsletter 122). It was very well
received and we distributed more than
10,000 copies. During this time we had
some great feedback on the leaflet
including suggestions from college
porters about the most important information to provide for students so we
decided to produce a new, improved
version.
In December 2016 (see Newsletter
129) we announced our participation in
the Co-op Local Community Fund to
raise funds for our Freshers’ project. We
raised £6,513, significantly more than
expected. This, combined with an earlier
grant of £650 from the City Council
Cycling Promotion Fund, provided a very
healthy budget for our Freshers’ projects.
We have used part of this on professional design support for the new leaflet
– compared to 2015 when the leaflet was
produced on a shoestring and with my
rather amateur desktop publishing skills.
We decided to use local designer Alison
Norden as we loved her fun, lively and

inviting graphics and the potential for
these graphics to be applied in future
projects.
While the focus of this project is to
provide a cycling resource to students in
Cambridge, we have intentionally created
a leaflet that will appeal to all people who
cycle. If you would like to order leaflets
for your college, school, community
group or workplace please email
contact@camcycle.org.uk. We also need
volunteers who can help deliver leaflets.

What’s next?
Social media is a key way to get our
message across to students so the next
phase is to use the leaflet graphics to
create a short, animated video about safe
and considerate cycling.
We will also be creating a webpage to
support this work and creating topic
specific posters and social media graphics
to provide more detail for the specific
issues presented in the leaflet.
We’ve had requests to increase the
region covered by our ‘City Centre
Cycling Map’ and we are currently investigating the feasibility and scope for a
project to do this.
We’re now waiting for the completion
of the latest Co-op Local Community
Fund which will contribute additional
funds for our student promotion activities (so far we have raised over £3,000!).
This will be used to purchase cycle bells
and lights to include in our new Camcycle
‘Welcome to Cycling’ packs at various
Freshers’ events.
The Co-op LCF has been an invaluable
support for our work. We have applied
to be part of it again next year which, if
we are selected, will raise funds for a new
and important project ‘Helping the
community engage with the planning
process’. We are very keen to produce
and provide guidance and resources to
empower individuals and groups to
engage with the local planning system.
We believe that this is key to getting
better cycling and spaces that we can all
enjoy. You can support our application
for this project by expressing your
support for Camcycle to your local Co-op
store manager.
Roxanne De Beaux
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Biciclown

lvaro Neil, known as the biciclown,
is a nomad, clown, author, inspirer,
documentalist and, before being
reincarnated in those skins, he was a lawyer
in Madrid. Since 2001 he has cycled an
amazing 200,000 miles, touring the world
and giving free clown shows to communities in need. He is currently cycling through
the UK and when he visited Cambridge in
August Tracey Dornan and I hosted him for
an evening (via warmshowers.com).
Biciclown has published several books
about his travels, including Miles of Smiles
Around the World, as well as documentaries
including At the Speed of the Butterflies and
The Smile of the Nomad. He even has a
Spanish passenger plane named in his
honour.

Cycling alone, he carries all his belongings, camping gear, equipment and clown
show paraphernalia on his bike – that’s no
mean feat when you are cycling the world’s
great mountain ranges. Not surprisingly he
is now on his fourth bike!
Tracey and I learned about Neil when
we were cycling around the world in 2009,
so it was a real pleasure for us to host him
and hear some of his tales – he is an
inspirational character. We sent him on his
way with an English breakfast, which I think
was a heavier start than he is used to!
You can follow Biciclown's adventures
at www.biciclown.com
James Littlewood

ofo bikes

discussions about the designs of the bikes
themselves.
ofo has clearly taken our suggestions on
board as is evident in the latest model of
their bike. The new bikes now have front
baskets, dynamo front lights and solarpowered rear lights. The locking technology has also improved and now uses
Bluetooth which connects to the user’s
smartphone to unlock the bikes.
The latest ofo statistics show that these
bikes are used on average three to four
times a day. The bikes are redistributed
around Cambridge by electric cargo bikes
with bike-transporter attachments. ofo is
encouraging Camcycle members to report
any issues they notice.

Á

M

ost of our readers will be aware
by now that dockless bikesharing company ofo has arrived
in Cambridge.
Camcycle’s current position is that,
whilst we recognise the benefits of bike
sharing, we are cautious about the effects
on already very limited bike parking in
Cambridge and the impact of dockless bikes
in public spaces. We are also concerned by
the implications of allocating public
highway space to private bike hire organisations.
Camcycle has met with ofo a few times
to raise our concerns and had positive

Sue Hiby
We are very sad to announce that
Sue Hiby, a stalwart of the newsletter
delivery team, has recently died from
cancer. Jim Chisholm and Lisa
Woodburn have some words to commemorate her help to Camcycle.
Lisa: ‘As organiser of the envelope
stuffing and delivery of the Campaign
newsletter, I met Sue almost every other
month for many years. She very, very
rarely missed a delivery despite her busy
life, both at work and at home. It always
made the task of stuffing envelopes
more pleasurable when Sue was there
to help – she was always so cheerful and

As for ofo bikes in public spaces, this is
something the city council continues to
work through with ofo. Simon Nuttall
reported his experience of ofo in China (see
Newsletter 131), however more recently it
seems ofo bikes are causing significant
concern in many Chinese cities (see
www.bbc.com/news/business-41197341
and various New York Times articles).
ofo bikes have now expanded to Oxford
and there are also plans for a number of
boroughs in London. They have a bold aim
to deploy 20 million bikes across 200 cities
in 20 countries by the end of 2017.
Camcycle will continue to monitor ofo’s
impact in Cambridge.
Roxanne De Beaux

interesting. We will miss her very much.
She was a lovely person.’
Jim: ‘As long as I can remember it has
been Sue who has delivered our paper
copy of the newsletter. We often had a
chat and she has also been an enthusiastic supporter of village events.’
Our condolences go to Lex, her
husband, their two children Ellie and
Katherine and the grandchildren.
Camcycle will miss Sue and the support
she gave us.
The picture shows Sue, on the left in
the pale blue top, making people welcome as always, at Camcycle's Bike Try
Out Show on Parker's Piece, for National
Bike Week 2002.
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Camcycle now has a podcast!
What is a podcast?

Why are we making a podcast?

A podcast is an audio show available whenever you are ready
to listen to it.

It's a different way for Camcycle to communicate with people,
and potentially broaden our reach. People can listen to a
podcast while they are walking, or driving, or cooking, or doing
chores, when they may not have time to read an article. People
looking for podcasts to listen to may stumble across us who
may not otherwise hear about Camcycle.
We shall still continue with the newsletter and website and
other activities. Many things are best communicated with
diagrams or photos, which we can't do on the podcast.
However we can easily have discussions, or hear from other
people involved in cycle campaigning or activities, in their own
words.
We're new to podcasting, so we are still finding out what
works. If you listen to it and have feedback and suggestions,
we'd love to hear from you.
Hester Wells

How can I listen to the Camcycle Podcast?
You can go directly to awesound.com/@camcycle to listen to
it. Alternatively, there are many podcast apps available for
smartphones which will manage your podcasts and automatically download new episodes, and you may be able to find us
on some of these services.

What is the Camcycle podcast about?
It's about transport cycling! So far we've talked about the
cycling facilities at Cambridge North railway station, dockless
bike share, the history of contraflow cycling in Cambridge, and
cycling in the rain. In the future we hope to get guests on to
widen the range of voices and topics available.

We love our newsletter!

T

he most exciting thing about the newsletter is
realising just how much Camcycle has to share,
celebrating Cambridge’s cycling culture whilst
showing again and again that our campaigning for quality
infrastructure really does work!

Will you join us on the Newsletter
Team?
The Editor’s hat is up for grabs – would you like it? It
really is a brilliant feeling seeing each newsletter hot-offthe-press and up on-line, knowing that members, potential members, decision-makers, local leaders and so many
more are reading it. We even post copies to the Dutch
Cycling Embassy!
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Are you good at graphic design? Fancy becoming one
of our layout designers and helping us juggle all those
photos of happy Camcyclers? Illustrations, photos,
colours – all these make for a great-looking publication.
Or maybe you just fancy making the odd map now and
again? You would be very welcome!
Love words as much as you love cycling? Why not join
us as a proof reader, or maybe just send us your musings
on something close to your cycling heart?
We are really proud of our newsletter, but it takes time
and commitment and we’d really love to have more
people on the team. If you would like to know more
please contact me at editor@camcycle.org
Sarah Rodger

Campaign Diary

Camcycle monthly meetings

City and county council committees

The Campaign’s monthly general meeting is held in the Friends’
Meeting House, Jesus Lane, on the first Tuesday of each month.
Business starts at 8pm, with tea and coffee from 7.30pm. The
agenda includes opportunities to discuss current issues and
planning matters. Camcycle may take photographs and videos
at these meetings. These may be used in our publications,
advertisements, media releases, website and social media
platforms to promote our events and the work that we do. The
video footage may be live-streamed on Facebook. All welcome

Campaign members may be interested in attending Planning
Committee and Area Committee meetings, which often include
cycling and walking issues. Development Control Forum and
Joint Development Control Committee meetings, which determine the Planning Applications relating to the major housing
development proposals for the Cambridge sub-region. The
Development Plan Scrutiny Sub-committee meetings often
cover walking/cycling/transport issues.

3 October

Isabelle Clement from Wheels for Wellbeing.

7 November tbc.

Annual General Meeting
5 December AGM (see page 15).

Camcycle newsletter dates
Newsletter team meeting 11 October at 5.45pm in Grads Café
on the 3rd floor of the University Centre, Mill Lane. All are
welcome to attend this meeting where we discuss the most
recent issue and plan the next one. Cyclescape 979.

Agendas are usually online about a week in advance
www.cambridge.gov.uk/democracy/. Please check the website
in case meetings have been cancelled, or times or venues
changed.
Development Control Forum 11 October, 8 November and 29
November, all at 10am in Committee Room 1 & 2 - The
Guildhall, Market Square, Cambridge CB2 3QJ.
Development Plan Scrutiny Sub-committee 5 December at
4.30pm in Committee Room 1 & 2, The Guildhall, Market
Square, Cambridge CB2 3QJ.
East Area Committee 12 October at 7pm in Cherry Trees Day
Centre, St Matthew's St, Cambridge CB1 2LT.

Copy deadline 29 October. Members’ help with the newsletter,
including writing articles, taking photos, providing reviews and
laying out content, is always very welcome.

Greater Cambridge Partnership Executive Board 22 November
at 4pm in The Council Chamber, The Guildhall, Market Square,
Cambridge CB2 3QJ.

Newsletter distribution week of 28 November. Members
organise the newsletter distribution, putting into envelopes
and then getting them delivered. More volunteers would be a
great help. Please contact Lisa Woodburn (via
contact@camcycle.org.uk).

Greater Cambridge Partnership Joint Assembly 2 November
at 2pm in the Council Chamber, South Cambridgeshire Hall,
Cambourne CB23 6EA.

Cambridge cycle rides
CTC Cambridge holds up to six rides a week in the countryside
around Cambridge. These range from short, leisurely-paced
rides which last 2-3 hours on a Saturday morning, mediumlength rides on a Sunday afternoon, to long rides on a Thursday
or Sunday that last all day. All welcome. www.ctc-cam
bridge.org.uk
#CamRideHome rides start at 6pm on the last Friday of the
month from outside The Mill pub on Mill Lane, Cambridge.
No-one takes responsibility for organising them, so it just
depends on who turns up. Usually a few do and they enjoy a
one-hour leisurely tour of the city finishing up at a pub. Follow
the hashtag and enjoy.

Joint Development Control Committee - Cambridge Fringes
18 October and 15 November at 10.30am in Committee Room
1 & 2, The Guildhall, Market Square, Cambridge CB2 3QJ.
Members Cycling and Pedestrian Steering Group No meetings
scheduled.
North Area Committee 14 December at 6.30pm, venue tbc.
Planning Committee 4 October and 1 November at 10am in
Committee Room 1 & 2, The Guildhall, Market Square,
Cambridge CB2 3QJ.
South Area Committee 2 October at 7pm at St John the
Evangelist Church, Hills Road, Cambridge CB2 8RN.
West Central Area Committee 6 December at 7pm at Wesley
Methodist Church, Christ's Pieces, Cambridge CB1 1LG.

Please note
Cambridge Cycling Campaign reserves the right to decline
to promote events or activities where helmets or highvisibility clothing are required or implied.
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